
Prash Shenoy, VP of Marrina Decisions,
received the Outstanding Leadership Award at
the Marketing 2.0 Conference

The Marketing 2.0 Conference is a major

marketing conference highlighting the

latest innovations and breakthroughs in

the marketing and advertising industry.

SANTA CLARA, CALIFORNIA, UNITED

STATES, February 7, 2023

/EINPresswire.com/ -- At the Marketing

2.0 Conference held in Las Vegas, USA,

Prash Shenoy, Vice President of

Marrina Decisions, was awarded an

Outstanding Leadership Award for his

influential work to advance marketing

initiatives and strategies across

numerous sectors. This recognition by industry leaders demonstrates Mr. Shenoy's unwavering

commitment to driving success through innovation and creativity while inspiring others toward

excellence within their respective fields.

The industry celebrated the successes of stalwarts in thought leadership, CEOs, and marketing

gurus as Prash Shenoy, VP at Marrina Decisions, was deservedly honored. His portfolio spans

from operations to strategy for technology and attribution that has pushed companies past

milestones with impressive 10X impacts! Mr.Shenoy's vision has been integral in moving teams

forward, making his award well-deserved recognition of this remarkable achievement.

Prash Shenoy is the driving force behind Marrina Decisions' enormous success over the last four

years. His 18 years of industry experience have allowed him to propel them into a global

operation that helps Fortune 100 B2B companies in technology, healthcare, security, and other

fields reach new heights through effective demand generation, marketing automation platforms

(MAP), customer relationship management (CRM) strategies as well as integrated Marketing

programs, account-based marketing(ABM). This award recognizes Prash's excellence in leading

an outstanding team for many successful projects  - solidifying his reputation at the top of this

flourishing field.

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/linkprashs/


Marrina Decisions have been recognized with a well-deserved award which speaks volumes for

the effectiveness of their work. Forging ahead under Prash Shenoy's 18 years' worth of collective

industry experience, Marrina has grown exponentially in just four short years - taking them

globally and supporting some of the biggest names on Fortune 100 technology lists across

sectors such as healthcare, cybersecurity, and more. With expertise spanning B2B Demand

Generation to Marketing Automation Platforms (MAP), Customer Relationship Management

(CRM) right down through to Sales & Alignment Strategies, it is clear why they are deserving

winners.

To learn more, visit https://marrinadecisions.com

About the Company:

Marrina Decisions is a digital marketing firm with an impressive repertoire of services. From

strategizing and optimizing the entire marketing funnel to executing successful campaigns, they

specialize in helping businesses achieve success. With deep expertise across platforms like

Marketo, Marketing Cloud, Hubspot, and Message Gears, as well as experience-backed guidance,

this market leader creates value for its clients by leveraging cutting-edge technologies from the

Adobe suite.
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